
 

 

ABT Sportsline – ESSEN MOTOR SHOW 2016 
Very sporty and high-end – the new ABT Audi A4 
 
ABT celebrates its 120th birthday, and since the early 1920s there has been a partnership 
with the four brands that would later become Audi AG. And the latest, extravagant 
interpretation of the latter’s Audi A4 again shows ABT Sportsline’s expertise in all its 
details. The 3.0 turbo diesel is now rated 325 hp (239 kW), up from 272 hp (200 kW). Torque 
is up from 600 and now at 680 Nm, so the new ABT AS4 is on top of any situation. The 
smaller 3.0 TDI is now rated 250 hp, up from 218, with torque now at 450 Nm, up from 400. 
The 2.0 petrol engine has been optimised, too, and is now rated 330 hp, with torque now at 
440 Nm (production car: 252 hp, 370 Nm). 
 
For the ABT AS4 to use this power efficiently, both the limo and the estate got height 
adjustable suspension springs to make it handle even better, in bends taken fast in 
particular. And the lower CoG also makes for better looks. After all, the ABT Sportsline 
designers developed a customised aerodynamic package for the Audi A4 that includes a 
front spoiler add on, a multi-part front grille add on with black air inlet panels, fender inserts 
and a rear skirt set with its typical four-tailpipe exhaust. 
 
The icing on the design cake are the ABT Sportsline sport-type wheels DR, ER-C and FR in 
8.5 x 19, 8.5 x 20 or 9 x 20’’. You can always also get the wheels you want in combination 
with Continental high-performance tires. After all, the new ABT AS4 is perfect down to the 
last detail. Or to put it like Hans-Jürgen Abt, the CEO of the market leader when it comes to 
enhancing cars produced by the Volkswagen Group: “The A4 is Audi’s power house in every 
possible sense and has been important for us too, right from the start.“ And he adds: “Audi’s 
medium sized cars have been a success story for more than 30 years now, first as the Audi 
80, from 1994 as the Audi A4. We have dealt with them all and made them perfect. The Audi 
A4 is the benchmark medium-sized car and posed a challenge to us which we have gladly 
risen to.“ The result is indeed quite something, don’t you think? 
 
 
 
 
 
Pictures/Text also at: http://presse.abt-sportsline.de 
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The new ABT Audi AS4 – data and facts  
 
 
ABT ENGINE TECHNOLOGY 
Engine:      3.0 TDI, 2.967 cc capacity, V6  
Performance Tuning:     ABT POWER „New Generation“  
Performance:      325 HP/ 239 kW (Serial: 272 HP/ 200 kW)  

680 Nm (Serial: 600 Nm)  
 

Engine:      3.0 TDI, 2.967 cc capacity, V6  
Performance Tuning:     ABT POWER „New Generation“  
Performance:      250 HP/ 184 kW (Serial: 218 HP/ 160 kW)  

450 Nm (Serial: 400 Nm)  
 
Engine:      2.0 TFSI, 1.984 cc capacity, R4  
Performance Tuning:     ABT POWER „New Generation“  
Performance:      330 HP/ 243 kW (Serial: 252 HP/ 185 kW)  

440 Nm (Serial: 370 Nm)  
 

 
ABT AERODYNAMICS 
ABT front lip add on 
ABT front grille add on (with air inlet panels) 
ABT fender inserts 
ABT rear skirt set incl. rear muffler  
ABT front grille emblem set (in chrome) 
 
 
ABT SPORTWHEELS DR, ER-C or FR in 8.5 x 19, 8.5 x 20 or 9 x 20 Zoll  
Available also as complete set of wheels with Continental high performance tires  
in 255/35 R19 or 255/30 R20  
 
 
ABT SUSPENSION TECHNOLOGY 
ABT height adjustable suspension springs 
 
 
ABT INTERIOR  
ABT door entrance lights with ABT logo 
ABT floor mats  
ABT trunk mat 

 
 

 
 
 

 


